
Institutional Distinctiveness  

 
VISION 
 
To be known as an Institution providing platform to “CHAMAKTE SITARE” (DIvyang Cell) for 
their overall development. 
 
MISSION 
 

The needs of the Divyang or differently abled   students are a matter of concern for the college 

management and in order to cater to their needs a special Divyang Cell was formed in 2016-17 

which is a part of the YRCS. It provides information related to various government schemes, 

grants and sanctions and arranges vocational, skill development opportunities with quality 

education. It enables them to join the mainstream of the society with self confidence and 

financial freedom and projects them as youth icons of the college.  

 The Divyang students are called CHAMAKTE SITARE (Shining Stars).Every student is assigned a 
mentor. They are provided convenient and comfortable seating arrangements during lectures 
and examinations. The Divyang Library has text books, reference books and books for 
competitive exams. “DIVYANG RAHAT KOSH” formed by the voluntary assistance of teachers is 
used as an emergency fund for their basic needs. 
            At the beginning of every academic session Divyang students are identified, an official 
W.app group is formed, Celebration of International Day of Persons with Disabilities is a major 
activity. Educational trips and Annual Photo sessions are much awaited. 
            They are motivated to participate in the Annual College Festival UMANG and in 2018-19 
they presented a street play during the Annual Function and participated in “ANAND MELA” for 
the past two years. 
     Their UDIDs and pension and scholarships are made available to them. The proposal sent to 
the Affiliating University for exemption of fees for exams has also been approved. 
     Students are motivated to develop computer and other vocational skills .A major 
achievement in the exemptions of fees for them in the NUSSD-TISS flagship foundation course 
program. Creation of a Divyang Lounge with Divyang Library and a separate washroom in the 
close vicinity is a major achievement for the college. It encourages all the students to treat their 
Divyang mates with love and care so that their self confidence and self respect will remain 
intact. 


